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Leslie Williams <exposingcourt@gmail.com>

This Will be sent to MTS on Friday 1/5/18 Lets see if Im arrested ticketed assaulted
and or Forced off any property for any reason 
1 message

Leslie Williams <exposingcourt@gmail.com> Wed, Jan 3, 2018 at 2:22 PM
To: leslie williams <exposingcourt@gmail.com>

I made a  very Detailed Formal Complaint with a MTS Supervisor at 11:50 AM on 1/3/18 Concerning what Transpired on
Bus Route 204 as it was sitting at UTC Between 11:30 AM and 11:50 AM The Incident also Continued on the Bus Route
as The bus left UTC driving along its route The Incident Involved 3 Person's 2  I do Not know the Names of all 3 Persons
and only one can be Specifically Identified thru MTS that 1 being 1 of the 3 that played a Role in the Incident-I am
Legally stateing i want a Video of the Entire event including a Video with the Audio- The Entire event was predicted by
me on a Running recording tape recorder before arrivng at UTC as I was sittingwaiting forthe MTS Bus Route 204 #
seperate individuals staring seperatly approaching its bus Stop 1 White male around the Age of 30-35 1 black Male
probably in his Late 40's and 1 Black Female late 20's, as the white Male appraoched the Bus he gave me a Smirking
grin I ignored it this young man has repeatedly harrassed me at two seperate locations on multiple dates The NUSDPL
and UCSD Campus- the Black Male has also harrassed me at Ralphs Grocery Store on several dates and at MTS Bus
Stops and at stores- the Black female did not seem familar at this time to me-- on a Prior date the Bus driver
repeatedley attempted to solicit me to introduce my self to 
 the black male-i never did or whould-it was caught n tape on at least 2 Sepearte occassions openly showing him trying
to convince me to approach this male and introduce myself-which I found to be extremely inapproprate. I do have the
Tapes- today within minutes of the 204 Bus arriving and parking at UTC- this Same bus driver whom was driving the Bus
opened the door to let passengers on- i boarded the bus and sat down at the front of the Bus the white male sat directly
to my lef the Black male went to the back of the bus I gt up to reach for and get a 201/202/204 Bus Schede and
scanned it visually I tried to resitiate it in y hand becase the cress's wehir obstructing my ability to see what i was
looking for and at so i shook it psyscially the black male seemd to start cming closer to wheir i was doin that at then
turned around and started yelling at me for engaging in intmindateing behaviors and then started goin off on me stateing
very bizare statements- i repeatededly told hin=m to eave me alone and to just go back to the back of the Bus and  the
White guy then started started to intentionally inflame the situation and fed it to keep it going by trying to state just
ignore her she bothers people every wheir- A total complete fabrication WHICH can always be Indisputibly proven when
these 3 approached the bus stop at UTC i stated in a Running recording tape recorder concerning the white male and
black male, Quote  "ok here comes one who'
s been used before -( meaning they have harrassed me before- and here comes another one who has been used before.
as this was intentionally kept goin between these two Males the Bus driver then got up and got directly in my face and
went off on me and stated if you dont control yourself and stop harrassing people Your goin to get ejected from the Bus-
I called 911 to call 911 on the Bus driver and both males- then the Black Male conventitly got off the bus AFTER I dialed
911 he was told by me that i was calling the police on all of them so he commenced to make a Taliored statement im
getting off the bus i dont have time for this ( Then  he shoudnt of started and continually engaged in this event )- The
Bus driver was yelling at me for me being violently verbally harrassed and psychlogically  and pshysally intimidated,
while I was being blamed for it MTS you are agin being notfed i sugeest yo understand this I am very intellegent- this
was not only a staged event but the event was played out that included a Organzed crime technique called gaslighting
wheir people stage a event intentionally act hostile toward you to provoke you to defend yourself and they then blame it
all on you-) that technique is Classic Gangstalking- gaslighting It was self Evident that the Black Male repeatedley
approached me in intentional Hostile ways and the white make intentionlly feed the event in order to inflame it and keep
it goin to  provoke emotional and thinking and verbal responses  Ive made repeated Video's about this being
Gangstalking techniques in which HUNDREDS f people are online exposing this in detail including events like this being
likeley to be implememnted at MTS Bus Route's, stops and trolley stations and route's, another gangstalking technique
is to be particpants in this while always denieing it and calling the target crazy concerning it the internet is also openley
showing transportation services Bus Drivers " Harrassment and Faslified Complaints" and Police Officers  staged
falsified police reports and arrests" being Directly connected to these organized crime groups and this Crime is
Connected to Human Trafficking and Rape- I have personally witnessed at least 3 other woman Openly detailing their
victimizations on MTS Bus Route's online in Blogs one stated they wheir gangstalked from UCSD to and on MTS Bus
Route 41 one stated a Driver played a Role in aspects of it, these were one is still aSan Diego Victims Fellow San Diego
Gangstalking Victims- Part of tis Crime is to staged incidents complaints accusations even stageig the witness's
blaming the Victims for the Events- so negaitive results cme from the descsions of the staged events MTS This was a
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ABsolute Verbally Predicted event that has been REPEATEDLY detailed on at least 50 Sepearte audio fies The deatils
are literally 98b% Identicle to what was played out today Tape recorders ru by date and time Meaning that it is and
always has been to use these staged events against tehpartes and persons who lay ANY ROLE in them the Behavior of
the Bus Driver today on 1/3/18 was OPENLY DETAILED by me word for word in several audio files meaning the exact
way he acted was IDENTICALLY predicted to a TEE word for word in how he responded to predicted behaviors that
whould be Played out by third parties- Do you see this- this is just one of MANY MANY things i predicted before they
occurred on your services and at Bus Stop's and Trolley the assault took place on 10/10/11-
https://targetgangstalking.files.wordpress.com/2011/11/assault11.pdf-    This will be printed out exposed online on
Severral Platforms it will be Faxed to the San Diego DA's office to at least one Senator to the Department of
Transportation To San Bag and several attorneys Absolutely
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